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The Community
Voice magazine!
This is the first issue of 2013, bringing you all the latest
news from your local area.
With Spring comes new hope and a fresh start. This issue
we look at what Thurrock has to offer and talk to our
local councillors regarding what is in the pipeline for the
area in the coming months.
Our team have been
working really hard
this issue to provide
the best possible
magazine for you to
enjoy.
With exclusive content from
your local schools and an interview with gardener, Jack
Doodes, you will not want to miss this issue.

So grab a cuppa, sit back and enjoy!

By Braedie Atkins
Over recent years, the outsider’s perception of Essex
has altered considerably; some people would say for
the better - others would beg to differ. The media has
played a massive role in this perception, often
provoking a prejudice of Essex people acting in a
particular way. One such example would be the hit
ITV2 show The Only Way Is Essex. TV shows such as
this cause young people to be influenced and to look
up to its stars, who can sometimes be questionable
role models. Conflicting messages between different
sources, such as the media and education, could cause
young people to be mature or immature about their
future career choices. Education is a positive influence
over the country but since Essex has developed, and
women and men from Essex have gained promising
careers without qualifications, the question is raised:
is this TOWIE culture having a negative effect on our
young people or is it just another harmless form of
entertainment?

Teachers and celebrities alike are role models that
young people in Essex will most likely look up to.
Despite the fact that many people have stereotypical
views of Essex people, there are many educationally
qualified people from this area. Sports legend, Fatima
Whitbread, media bombshell, Russell Brand and
business fanatic, Alan Sugar are but just a few of
these.
However, people seem not to recognise and respect
the fact that people can be both clever and from
Essex. The mass media coverage of the area does not
help the argument that Essex people can be and
often are. The ‘Essex perception’ has rocketed, but
the question remains: how can an entire county be
stereotyped in this way? Let’s show them what we
know!

DOES THURROCK REALLY
NEED A ‘FACE LIFT’?
n a recent wellbeing survey, Thurrock scored a 7.09
rating for life satisfaction, a far cry from the 8.5
scored by many areas of Scotland. Upon release of
these figures, the Mail Online described Thurrock as
‘chav central’, stating that the area needed ‘a facelift’.
But is this really all there is to Thurrock, or are these
views dated and biased?
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Thurrock hosts a population of around 150,000 and
there are a considerable number of people in the area
who hail from different parts of the
UK as well as different parts of the
world. What makes these people
settle in an area which is viewed in
such a negative light? A resident of
Thurrock, who has wished to
remain anonymous, has lived in the
area for thirteen years and
described Thurrock as 'A place for
people who need to commute into
the surrounding area, e.g. London
and Southend. They are in a superb location with
undoubtedly one of the best transport networks in the
country.’ The fact is that Thurrock lies in a prime
location, with easy access to both coastal areas and to
our capital city depending on what takes your fancy.

Communities in Thurrock are close-knit and the locals
look out for each other in a way that would not be so
commonplace in other parts of the country. A local
resident said ‘It’s an excellent place for everyone to live.
We have great places to eat out and things to do with
the kids; could you ask for a better place to live?'
Thurrock is at the heart of The Thames Gateway and
brings thousands of job opportunities to the area. In
previous decades Thurrock was at the heart and soul of
the outer London area, if not the
whole of the southeast. Today,
Thurrock is home to four major
fuel storage depots, Tilbury Power
Station, Tilbury Docks, some large
industrial processes such as
Coryton Refinery and Proctor &
Gamble. This is what makes the
area so desirable, the fact that
Thurrock is diverse with many
families making this their home.

‘Don’t knock
it until you’ve
tried it’

While Thurrock may be an area with low life satisfaction,
it has certainly improved in the last few
years, with a variety of projects and social
provision designed to upgrade the area. Just
some of the fantastic leisure facilities in the
area include: Lakeside Shopping Centre &
Retail Park, Grangewater Outdoor Education
Centre, Kids R Us, Lakeside Karting, Gateway
Academy’s Ellis Theatre and Fitness Suite
and Bannatyne’s Health Club.

Whilst there could always be improvements, Thurrock
has a lot to offer its inhabitants. The old saying ‘Don’t
knock it until you’ve tried it’ rings true here more than
ever. The fact is that until people live in Thurrock, they
will not know what it is like and will not appreciate what
it truly has to offer.

By Paige Phillip

Community Day

or the past three years, our students and
staff devote a day to helping the local
community.
Past projects have included: clearing allotments,
packing bags at local supermarkets, supporting
Essex Wildlife Trust, working within local
children’s nurseries, schools and helping out
at retirement complexes. This year our
Community Day is scheduled for Friday,
14th June. If you would like the support of
the Academy on this day, please contact
extendedprovision@theglc.org.uk or
telephone 01375 489014/031. We will
be happy to help wherever possible!
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n January 31st, the
60th Anniversary of
Tilbury Floods took
place. The anniversary was
marked with a guided walk by
Jonathan Catton and Mike
Ostler who took locals along
the sea wall to Tilbury Fort. Afterwards,
participants were invited back to TRAAC for
refreshments and had an opportunity to view the
many photographs of the floods which were on
display there. Later, a minute’s silence was held for
the many people who lost their lives in these floods
along the east coast. Annie O’Brien said she was
‘overwhelmed by the fantastic response to this
event’.
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If you would like more information on this and
other local events, please go to
www.tilburyandchadwellmemories.org.uk or phone
Annie on (01375) 859911.
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SKIING TRIP 2013

ittle sleep was had in the lead up
to this year’s ski trip which took
us to Torgan in Switzerland. It
took seventeen hours to reach our
destination and teachers and staff
alike were soon fast asleep in bed.
The first day of skiing saw us
struggling to master this new skill but
by the third and fourth day many
students were skiing excellently, with
some even taking the chair lifts and
venturing to the top of the mountain!
Despite skiing being a very difficult
sport to master, Mr Jones, an
experienced skier, said that we were
‘the best skiers’ he had ever taken
from The Gateway Academy!
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By Alanya Merrigan
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Sixth form students at The Gateway Academy had
the opportunity to experience a day of finance and
the risk of the insurance market recently.
They started their day
by visiting the Bank of
England followed up
by a privileged visit to
Lloyds of London. The
visit to Lloyds was
organised with help
from one of the
company’s
experienced
stockbrokers.
Mr Moruzzi, who led the group on the visit, said:
“The visit to Lloyds was a great success. Students
had a history lesson on the Lloyds market as well as
a tour to see how insurance risks are
traded between the brokers
and underwriters.”
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Students left
Lloyds of London
very inspired
having
experienced an
area of work in
which they had no
idea existed
previously.
Tyler West, sixth
form student, said
“Visiting Lloyds of
London inspired
me in the
direction of a possible career I would like to
undertake in the future.” Ryan Cosans, another sixth
former, said: “The trip allowed me to visualise my
path in life; it provided the links between my
Business Level 3 course and the real life context of
Business.”
Watch this space - we could have some future
insurance brokers attending The Gateway Academy!
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Here at GPFS, we have started 2013 with a
bang. There have been many changes, both
big and small this term.
Our school council is now up and running, thanks
to the dedication of our teachers. The school
council consists of: Riley Webb, Micha Watts, Jack
Stenning, Daisy Smith, Katie Gilbert and Bradley
Squelch.
Head Boy and Head Girl have been elected.
Congratulations to Jasleen Devgan and Bradley
Squelch. We wish them luck in this new and important
role!
We have also had some changes in our staff. Former
teacher of 6TMN, Mr Martin was appointed Head of
School in January. Mr Martin described his new
positon as ‘a dream come true’. Congratulations, Mr
Martin!
Teaching Mr Martin’s former class is now, new teacher
to the school, Miss Jones. When asked about her first
impression of the GPFS, Miss Jones said that the
children have been ‘helpful, lovely and very
welcoming’. We would like to
wish Miss Jones every success in
her new job!
The new school is in the progress
of being built. The construction
crew are working well, no matter
the weather. We would like to say
a special thank you to the team
from Balfour Beatty for working so
hard on the new building and
cannot wait to see the finished
result!

By Riley Webb
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By Nathan Fu

By Mackenzie Harrison and Tillie Mynett
Recently, students at Herringham Primary Academy have had the opportunity to take
part in a number of exciting activities.
On the 21st January, Year 5 had the pleasure of an
astronomy event at the school. Our visitor taught us all
about space and all of its planets. We went into a vast
black dome as a year group and were amazed at what
we saw inside the dome. With bright stars scattered
above them, students could imagine what it felt like to
be Neil Armstrong!
On 28th January, our Year 6 students went on a trip to London. They went to Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre and
learned about acting in Shakespeare’s time. Damilola Odubanjo described it as a ‘great experience’ and an
opportunity to ‘consider how Tudor actors used to perform.’ This was a really inspirational day!

LANSDOWNE PRIMARY
ACADEMY’S VISIT TO THE O2
By Maggie-May Byron and Serena Veizi
n Tuesday 29th of January, Lansdowne Primary
Academy’s choir participated with many other
schools and sang at the world famous O2
Arena in London. They performed songs by many wellknown artists in front of countless people.
Mrs Gugala and Mrs Henderson pushed the choir to
achieve their finest performance ever and, after weeks
of practising, the choir sang to the best of their
abilities, making their school and singing teachers
proud!
The O2 Arena is huge and has at least 23,000 seats.
There were 8,000 children singing and 15,000 adults
watching children perform.
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Everyone was overjoyed that they had a once in a life
time chance to stand where many famous faces have
performed.
Prior to their performance, the children were both
nervous and excited but couldn’t wait to perform. This
day was very important to our school choir and our
teachers. This was a once in a life time experience.
Our choir said that the O2 was ‘huge’ and ‘fabulous
to perform in’. Each and every child who participated
was rewarded with a Young Voice t-shirt and a
keychain torch. This is a memory that will stay with
our School choir for a very long time.

Graham Farrant

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF THURROCK COUNCIL

had the pleasure of interviewing
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Graham Farrant, Chief Executive

of Thurrock Council, on how he

plans to improve Thurrock.
His priority is to improve the services
that support children who have
additional needs.
Mr Farrant wishes to improve the life
expectancy of the Tilbury community
who on average live ten years less than
those in surrounding boroughs.
Mr Farrant is aiming to improve the
appearance of Tilbury streets to create
the right impression for visitors.
Some of the highlights of Graham
Farrant’s career include meeting people
such as David Cameron, Eric Pickles, the
Duke of Edinburgh and members from
the local community. He commented
that meeting people from all walks of
life make his work enjoyable.
Mr Farrant wishes young people to
value the excellent education they are
receiving in Thurrock so that they will
meet with success and employment in

Graham Farrant Improving Thurrock

the future.
Graham Farrant supports young people
who want to help out in Thurrock and
encourages them to get involved in the
community and help shape the future
of Thurrock.
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or the fifth year running, students from the
Gateway Academy and young people from the
Thurrock community visited a European city that
has been the focal point of many social and political
issues. The aim of the trip was to promote cultural
awareness and to learn from the past with the
intention of hopefully building a more cohesive
community within Thurrock.
Following four visits to Krakow in Poland and the
nearby Auschwitz-Birkenau camps, the council-led
scheme has expanded over the years and now
involves three Thurrock councillors along with 35
young people and support staff from The Gateway
Academy, Beacon Hill, Treetops, Grays Convent,
TRUST, Chafford Hundred Academy, South Essex

F

College, Grays Academy and Thurrock Youth Cabinet,
all of whom visited Berlin, Germany.
The four day visit encompassed many aspects of the
social and political history of Berlin. The students
visited The Topography of Terror – the wartime
headquarters of the Secret State Police, the SS and
the Reich Security Main Office – the German
Resistance Memorial, the Bundestag, and the Berlin
Wall memorial, as well as Sachsenhausen
concentration camp.
The students will now work together over the year,
sharing their feelings, educating others and finding
innovative ways to meet the overall objective and
make Thurrock a more diverse and tolerant
community.

CHINA DAY

at

Anglia Ruskin
University
Several year nine students from The Gateway
Academy recently took part in an event run by Anglia
Ruskin University called Routes into Languages. The
event examined China and its aim was to place a
focus on Chinese language and culture.
The activities which were set up by Routes into
Languages (East) gave groups of UK school children the
chance to broaden their international horizons as they
embraced the culture and majesty of the Far East.
The students from The Gateway Academy took part in
many interactive demonstrations and presentations

covering Calligraphy, Chinese Papercraft, Chinese
Martial Arts, Taster Chinese & Thinking Skills, and
Chinese Folk Dancing.
Jan Howard, from The Gateway Academy,
accompanied the students to the event and was very
impressed with the students engagement in the
activities, saying it was a 'delight' to see them working
with other students in such a positive manner.
A big thank you to Braedie, Migle, Layla, Amy, Connor,
and Jack for their hard work and participation in the
event!

COMMUNITY NEWS
I recently interviewed a keen gardener, Jack Doodes. This is a man who
is very passionate about keeping fields and flowers flourishing. You will no
doubt be familiar with some of his work which includes the restoration of the
local Horse Trough at the junction of Dock Road and Calcutta Road.
This trough was originally installed in 1916 at this junction - known locally as
the Bullnose. Due to road changes in the 1960s, the trough was moved to
Biggin Lane where unfortunately it was damaged. The drinking fountain that
was on the end was removed. The trough was then moved to the ferry fields
for the horses to drink from.
Peter Hewitt MBE chairman of the Tilbury Riverside Project rescued the
trough on behalf of the people of Tilbury and it was subsequently returned,
close to its original position after being restored thanks to Jack Doodes .
Funded by the Tilbury Community Forum with help from Lyn Gittins, Brian
Benson, Nick Falconer and Jonathan Catton.
The impressive flower display that the trough now holds is funded annually
by the Tilbury Community Forum.
Local man, Buddy Goyette, devoted many hours to the gardens of Canberra
Square for over ten years, until his death last year and Jack believes that its
beauty should be retained. This is a garden to share with the local area to
remind people of Buddy’s passion for gardening. A memorial plaque has
been placed there to ensure Buddy remains in our memories. The gardens
have been renamed Buddy’s Garden with a wrought iron sign placed over
the gate.
Jack has been involved with local allotments and had managed them for
some years. Jack explained that all produce grown in an allotment is for
personal consumption and cannot be sold but can be given to family and
friends. He and Buddy have grown a range of potatoes and a variety of
vegetables on the allotments and great tasting tomatoes. Jack’s produce
offers the quality and flavour that commercially grown food often lacks. Jack
is a credit to our local community.
For more information visit www.tilburyandchadwellmemories.org.uk
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